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Best Men’s Health Week ever…. Glen Poole, AMHF CEO
This year was my tenth year celebrating and promoting Men's Health Week. I first got involved in
2010 when a local men's charity I founded took on the challenge of getting a whole city (Brighton
& Hove in England) to celebrate the week.
We persuaded dozens of local organisations to mark the week with the rallying cry "Get A Move
On" which promoted the individual health benefits of physical activity. The slogan was also a reminder that at a collective level we needed to "get a move on" and take more action to improve
men and boys' health.
We launched the week with a gathering of 50 men representing different sporting codes, public
sector bodies and businesses doing yoga together in their work clothes overlooking the English
Channel on Hove Lawns.
I've marked Men's Health Week every year since 2010, but until this month, my first Men's Health
Week has always been my personal favourite.
That all changed last week when thanks to my work here at the Australian Men's Health
Forum, I had the opportunity to visit 7 cities in 5 days as we announced the winners of the 2019
Men's Health Awards in every state and territory except the NT, where where we'll be announcing the winner in July.
The awards coincided with the publication of a series of Men's Health Report Cards outlining the
state of men's health in every State and Territory.
More importantly, they created a great opportunity for our members, supporters and friends to
come together and connect with likeminded people who share our commitment to
improving the lives and health of men and boys.
On a personal level, it was profoundly uplifting to connect with so many great men and women
who are taking action to create a healthier future for men in Australia.
On my travels I was reminded that 2010 was also the year that I first "came" to Australia via a radio interview with Sydney-based Dads On The Air, to talk about my work in the UK. It was seeing
Bill Kable from Dads On The Air at this year's NSW Awards that reminded me of this fact.
The Men's Health Movement
In the intervening years I have been privileged to become part of an the extensive network of
friends, colleagues and organisations that we call the men's health sector. At a systemic level,
AMHF is the glue that works to stick the different parts of our diverse sector together, but the
men's health sector is much bigger than any one organisation or individual. It is an awesome mix
of ideas and relationships and experiences and knowledge and programs and practices and expertise.
The men's health sector that I know and love, has never been about telling men to drink less beer
and eat more vegetables (even though that's good advice), it's about transforming the way we
think about and relate to the men and boys in our life. Some of the things that keep men healthy
are much more fundamental than the things we eat and drink, they are the building blocks of life,
such as having close relationships, doing meaningful work and finding a purpose in life. Nothing is
more important to me personally than the two key women in my life - my partner Jakkie and my
daughter Josie - and our extended families that love and support us.
Leading The Men's Health Sector
My second family is the "men's movement" in Australia, the UK and beyond. I am blessed and
privileged to do meaningful work that fills my life with purpose and places me at the heart of a
sector where you are more likely to be greeted with an open-hearted man hug than a formal
handshake.
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We are also a sector, I believe, that continues to lead the world in the way we respond to the
challenge of improving the lives and health of men and boys. For me, having the opportunity to
connect with some of the key people in our sector all over Australia in one week, made 2019 the
best Men's Health Week ever.
I want to acknowledge, therefore, the pioneers who started Men's Health Week back the in
1990s and in particular our colleagues at the Men's Health Information and Resource Centre
(MHIRC) who have been the leading custodians of Men's Health Week in Australia for nearly 20
years. It's impossible to measure all of the great things that happen as a result of initiatives like
Men's Health Week but it creates an annual platform for the men's health sector to work
together, to grow our movement, to connect with men and boys and advance our important
work to create a healthier future for everyone.

2019 AMHF
Men’s Health
Award Winners
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Mr Perfect NSW Men’s Health Award Winners
Terry the founder and CEO of Mr. Perfect writes - “Mr. Perfect took home the NSW Men's Health
Awards yesterday thanks to the Australian Men's Health Forum (AMHF) and support from the
public. Obviously this was huge and it doesn't exist or happen without our Operations team,
Coordinators and community that attend our Meetup BBQs - thank you all.
But the big takeaway for me was the event did exactly what we try to do at Mr. Perfect - create
conversation and connection for a selfless reason. The grassroots Men's Health sector has huge
underground support but lacks the publicity and financial support from corporate and
government connections to ensure they keep catching our men and boys when needed and
supporting them. The vast majority of these services are "bootstrapped" and the people behind
them as humble as you will ever meet, mostly fuelled by deeply personal stories and BIG hearts.
This award is for all of those heroes I met yesterday - cheers to you all.”
“Mr. Perfect was founded on the premise of bringing primarily men together from any background to feel connected and supported and growing their own little community. The benefits of
this are huge on mental health. When we started we figured what better way to do this than a
BBQ, and now we have 20+ running each month.
Find out the nearest Mr. Perfect Meetup BBQ to you by going to our Meetup page or head to our
Facebook Events page:

Terry and the Mr. Perfect Team at the NSW AMHF Men’s Health Award ceremony.
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Melbourne Men’s Group Inc.
Melbourne Men’s Group Inc. is a not for profit, volunteer organisation established by men, for
men in 1998. MMG facilitates men’s personal growth, wellbeing and enhanced community; it is
open to any man of any age. The organisation has no religious, political or other affiliations.
There are the group is renowned author and family activist Steve Biddulph AM. MMG offers
authentic communication and connection, minimising the isolation many men experience
through free, open accessible men’s group meetings and transformational learning programs.
There are weekly meetings in Melbourne across four chapters, being Central, Eastern, Western
and Southern.
In addition to regular men’s meetings, Melbourne Men’s Group also facilitates a transformational men’s personal growth workshop in partnership with Beyond The Ordinary Pty Ltd called
‘Man’s Inner Journey’, currently presented twice per year near Melbourne. This is a very
impactful and challenging experience for men and typically results in significant personal insight,
self-awareness and expanded consciousness.
While Melbourne Men’s Group has a website www.mensgroup.melbourne we do not advertise
our services. One of the reasons is that we recognise that men will seek out a men’s group only
when they are ‘ready’. Our experience is that involvement in a men’s group must be voluntary –
it cannot be forced.
So, the men who participate at Melbourne Men’s Group do so voluntarily – they are typically
seeking answers to commonly held questions, who am I? where do I fit in? why do I do what I
do? New participants to Melbourne Men’s Group Meetings are always welcome.

Man’s Inner Journey May 2019 workshop participants.
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So I can’t change a flat tyre … let me out of this lethal man trap

As men, there are so many things that can make us feel small. Sometimes it's things that seem
pretty insignificant. Like last week, I found myself trying to fix the garage door of the
apartment I rent. I could not figure it out. There were chains connected to gears that were
somehow connected to electronic buttons. I am terrible with anything that requires fixing or
tinkering. I always have been. I don't even know how to change the oil in my car.
As I was banging and crashing around, cursing the damn roller door, another young man was
in the garage next to me. We've spoken a few times before, but we're still in that phase of
superficial acquaintance where our interaction is predominantly a nod of the head and a
muffled "hey mate" as we pass each other on the staircase.
He came over and asked if I needed a hand. I did. I really did. But I said I had it under control.
After a few more minutes of pulling things that probably shouldn't be pulled and screwing
things that were not meant to screwed, I sheepishly went upstairs because I was
embarrassed. I'm a young man. This is something I should be able to do, but I can't. It was
something so small. But it made me feel like a failure.
It has been Men's Health Week and, like many, I've seen a much-needed shift in recent years
towards the mental health of young men. It's upsetting to hear that the leading cause of
death for males aged 14 to 44 is suicide. It really hurts me to know that my mates are more
likely to die from suicide than anything else.
There's this recurring idea that it's because we men don't talk. That we bottle things up and
think we can handle it all on our own. It's true; we incorrectly think that hiding our feelings
makes us tough, or that if we do open up, we are overreacting. I'm guilty of this. We all are.
But the thing is, we've been saying that we need to talk for a while now – and we do, but I
think we need to dig deeper and ask what it is that we aren't talking about.
When I think about the men and boys I know, my mates, my teammates, guys I study with,
guys I make music with, and what affects us, there's a few things that always stand out.
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So I can’t change a flat tyre … let me out of this lethal man trap
More often than not it comes back to how successful we are in our careers, how much money
or status we have, how highly regarded we are, how successful our relationships are, and how
comfortably we fit into a group. Sometimes these things are irrelevant because mental illness
doesn't discriminate. No matter how well things are going on the surface, we cannot outrun
the black dog. But for the most part these pressures transcend generations and exist in nearly
every context. They come together to create the mould for being a man.
My terrible handyman skills are just one area of traditional manhood that I'm not great with.
In fact, there's a whole list of things I do that go against the version of manhood I was taught
growing up.
I'm a man and I watched Sister Act 2 instead of State of Origin 1.
I'm a man and I know nothing about cars so, earlier this year, I had to call a friend to change
my flat tyre.
I'm a man and I drink cider not beer. (This doesn't sound like much, but geez I get some
eyebrow raises for it.)
I'm a man and I read and write poetry. I'm a man and I hate being the centre of a joke. I might
laugh it off but things people say sit in my mind and do get to me.
I'm a man and I cried when reading the card my girlfriend gave me for my birthday.
I've also cried after losing football games, at the end of A Star Is Born, and sometimes I'll just
cry for no reason at all – I just want to.

Don't get me wrong. I'm not trying to say that I am the antithesis of masculinity. That would
just skew things the other way, and I can't lie, I also enjoy things you'd traditionally associate
with young males. And if you do love cars, or don't like poetry, then that's fine. You're no
more or less a man because of it. I'm also aware that there are so many other more serious
concerns around this issue than not knowing how to change a flat tyre. But my point is, some
of my ideals and behaviours conform to what you'd consider manly and masculine, while
others do not.
The pressure to "be a man" is bringing heartache to too many people. When young men are
made to feel that this life is not for them any more, we should rethink what it is about this life
that drives them to that point.
Brandon Jack is a writer and a former Sydney Swans player.

Under Twenty-Seven is a solo exhibition by Australian
artist Dr Ella Dreyfus that presents poignant black and
white photographs which began as portraits of her son
and his soccer team when they were in Year Six at
school. The series tracks their growth with a new
portrait every seven years and Dreyfus’ detailed
photographs show the boys/men bare-chested against
a deep black background. Each of them displays their
own unique posture and subtle facial expressions, giving the works an intensely intimate quality. Sitting side
by side, the triple portraits taken at ages eleven, eighteen and twenty-five, are a meditation on masculine
development, as well as a sobering reminder of the
passing of time.
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New Prostate Cancer Resources
A diagnosis of prostate cancer is often a man’s first inkling of his
mortality. It sneaks up with very little warning in terms of symptoms,
and then overwhelms him with fear, treatment choices and side-effects,
anxiety and depression. This happened to Melbourne photographer
Gordon Allingham and prompted his son Craig to switch from sports
physiotherapy to men’s health, on which he has written two books for
men with the disease.
The Prostate Playbook is a strategic manual for men who want to
avoid, manage or recover from prostate cancer. It provides research
based tips on nutrition, exercise and mental skills that can suppress,
sabotage and outplay this silent cancer. Changing a lifetime of habits is
difficult at any time, and it is extra difficult when under the stress of the
diagnosis and treatment choices. The strategies in this book can help
men prevent the onset, progression and recurrence of prostate cancer
even in men who already have it and may have undergone treatment.

Craig’s other book, The Prostate Recovery MAP – Men’s Action Plan, is a
five-stage training plan for men who have undergone treatment for their
cancer and now are experiencing incontinence and erectile dysfunction.
Craig’s professional background with elite athletes overcoming injuries
transfers well to help men understand and train their pelvic floor muscles
to overcome these side-effects. This program is a result of his work with
men before, and after, their prostate removal surgery.
Men have many strengths that can help overcome health obstacles. What
they need is practical strategies to help them navigate the journey and
achieve the best result possible for them, their families and mates.

The author of these two new books is Craig Allingham, A/Prof (Adj.) Physiotherapy at Bond University,
Sports and Men’s Health Physiotherapist and International Educator on Men’s Health. Contact
0417734161 craig@redsok.com
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New Training Program

HEALTHY MEN AT WORK
Train the Trainer Program

Friday Oct 4 9.00 am – 4.00 pm
HOLIDAY INN PARRAMATTA,
18 – 40 Anderson Street, Parramatta
The Healthy Men at work program has been running for the last 10 years in many companies across Australia. Now you can be trained to run this important program for organisations and companies in your
area. This training program will cover the major social health issues affecting men today, provide a model
for working with men and provide training in specific presentation skills and methods that appeal to a
male audience. It will include presentation practice session using the Healthy Men at Work Presentation
Kit.
THE PRESENTER
Greg Millan is one of Australia’s leading experts on men’s health and wellbeing with over 32 years
experience in the men’s health promotion area. He is a social work trained health educator, a Certified
Workplace Trainer. Click here for Greg’s Bio.
THE COST
$200 Early Bird (paid by August 30) After August 30 $260 Registration includes lunch, all refreshments,
Healthy Men at Work Training Kit and a range of male health and wellbeing resources including a copy of
my book “Men’s health and wellbeing: an a – z guide”. Ongoing support is provided. To register click on
Registration Form
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